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DISCOVER SOLOCHAIN
The only full-featured

WMS/MES in
Gartner’s Magic Quadrant

Choosing SOLOCHAIN WMS is opting for a highly extensible warehouse management 
system that perfectly suits the unique nature of food and beverage businessess.

WE TURN YOUR BUSINESS PAIN POINTS INTO BENEFITS

Changes in purchasing habits ›› Manage eCommerce, omni-channel, retail, wholesale 
order types efficiently

Changes in lifestyle ›› Manage food restrictions (vegan, gluten free, kosher, 
allergens)

Evolving food safety regulations ›› Robust item traceability and recall reporting capabilities

Changing environmental pressure ›› Efficiently manage different types of packaging materials 
(recyclable, biodegradable)

Supply chain issues ››
Track inventory in real-time throughout the supply 
chain, by FIFO/FEFO, improving inventory accuracy, 
forecasting and reduce safety stock

3 Key Differentiators 
that Drives Growth

Highly flexible and configurable 
solutions, allowing scalability for 
your business growth.

An acclaimed back-office that facilitates 
implementation and collaboration 
within your team and ecosystem.

Modern graphical UI and visual
tools, providing exceptional ease 
of use.

2D mapper and
heatmap for increased 
productivity

Over 150 proven standard
business processes to get
a headstart

Warehouse automation that 
integrates complex processes 
easily

Gamification tools that
quicken end-user training
and multi-site rollouts

Over 500 KPI report
variations for ultimate 
accuracy
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Interactive dashboards and
intuitive interfaces to increase
your team’s performance

A highly-engaged user
community continuously
shaping our solutions

Highly integrated WMS and MES 
that enhances your company’s 
agility



SOLOCHAIN WMS
Top Ten Capabilities for
FOOD & BEVERAGE

01 Lot number, expiry date, production date 
tracking

02 Vendor and customer expiry date tolerance 
management

03 Catch weight tracking

04 Checklist reporting by receipt, item, work 
order, work center, load

05 Inventory condition and condition reason 
code management

06 Automatic expiry date verification and 
condition, condition reason code updates

07 Work Order (MES) management, single stage, 
or multistage work orders

08 Item traceability reporting (forward and 
backward by ingredient and finished good)

09 Item recall reporting

10 Intuitive user interfaces

Generix Group, the innovative breed of experts in supply 
chain execution, helps you to reimagine your business 
growth through digital transformation and make it happen. 
Generix Group’s technology is designed to allow you to 
maintain high growth, with very little need for software 
scalability.  

Seize the opportunity for exponential 
growth with Generix Group

30+ years of Experience

60+ Countries

6000+ Clients
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REACH EXPONENTIAL 
GROWTH through

DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN with


